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ABSTRACT

This work investigates the connection between the cosmic web and the halo distribution through the gravitational

potential at the field level. We combine three fields of research, cosmic web classification, perturbation theory expan-

sions of the halo bias, and halo (galaxy) mock catalogue making methods. In particular, we use the invariants of the

tidal field and the velocity shear tensor as generating functions to reproduce the halo number counts of a reference

catalogue from full gravity calculations, populating the dark matter field on a mesh well into the non-linear regime

(3h−1 Mpc scales). Our results show an unprecedented agreement with the reference power spectrum within 1% up

to k = 0.72hMpc−1. By analysing the three-point statistics on large scales (configurations of up to k = 0.2hMpc−1),

we find evidence for non-local bias at the 4.8 σ confidence level, being compatible with the reference catalogue. In

particular, we find that a detailed description of tidal anisotropic clustering on large scales is crucial to achieve this

accuracy at the field level. These findings can be particularly important for the analysis of the next generation of

galaxy surveys in mock galaxy production.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The cosmic web represents the complex large scale patterns
observed in the late time Universe (e.g. Van de Weygaert &
Schaap 2009). These are dominated by a filamentary network,
connected through knots, which leave large void regions de-
limited by sheet-like structures. Applications of the cosmic
web range from using filaments to study the missing baryons
in the inter-galactic medium (Génova-Santos et al. 2015; Eck-
ert et al. 2015; De Graaff et al. 2019), over using voids to
study baryon acoustic oscillations (BAOs) (Kitaura et al.
2016a; Liang et al. 2016; Zhao et al. 2020), to study redshift
space distortions (RSD) (Chuang et al. 2017; Nadathur et al.
2018), to constrain dark energy (Park & Lee 2007; Lavaux &
Wandelt 2010; Bos et al. 2012; Pisani et al. 2015), or to chal-
lenge gravity (Kovács et al. 2019). Moreover, the formation
of the cosmic web is intricately related to galaxy formation
and evolution, which can be studied through the location and
orientation of galaxies and their properties in the cosmic web
(see e.g. Balogh et al. 2001, 2004; Kauffmann et al. 2004;
Blanton et al. 2005; Baldry et al. 2006; Aragón-Calvo et al.
2007b; Lee & Lee 2008; Ball et al. 2008; Libeskind et al. 2012;
Beygu et al. 2013; Nuza et al. 2014; Filho et al. 2015; Yang
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et al. 2017; Shi & Sheth 2018; Fisher & Faltenbacher 2018;
Cui et al. 2019; Alam et al. 2019; Aragon Calvo et al. 2019;
Han et al. 2019; Ganeshaiah Veena et al. 2019). Each cosmic
web type has its own theoretical framework and dedicated
observing and analysis strategies (Sheth & Van de Weygaert
2004; Van de Weygaert & Bond 2008; Sousbie et al. 2011;
Pan et al. 2012; Tempel et al. 2014; Kreckel et al. 2016). Re-
cent studies aim at exploiting the cosmic web to constrain
cosmological parameters (Mathuriya et al. 2018; Fang et al.
2019; Naidoo et al. 2019). For all these reasons, understand-
ing and characterising the cosmic web represents one of the
major efforts in modern cosmology.

However, the classification of the cosmic web is still arbi-
trary, and a long standing debate discusses which method is
optimal to determine the different types of structures in the
matter density field. A comprehensive comparison of the dif-
ferent methods is presented in Libeskind et al. (2018). While
there is no doubt about the scientific interest to study the
cosmic web, and its usefulness has already been proven, a
more quantitative criterion relying on fundamental principles
is still missing. The cosmic web is usually directly defined
based on the dark matter field. But another approach could
consist of defining it based on its tracer, which represents
the actual observable. To this end, we focus in this work on
the halos hosting the galaxies, which span the cosmic web.
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In fact, the theoretical pillars for the current understanding
of the formation of halos have been laid long ago, and spec-
tacular progress has been made in the past decades (see Des-
jacques et al. 2018, and references therein). Their connection
to the density field has been thoroughly modelled, and gen-
eral functional non-linear and non-local dependencies have
been studied (see Sec. 2). We suggest therefore to take the
perspective of dark matter halos, to revisit the definition of
the cosmic web. The accuracy at which we are able to re-
produce the summary statistics of the distribution of halos,
depending on the specification of the elements, which pre-
sumably determine the cosmic web, provides us a measure
of the quality of the cosmic web definition itself. This proce-
dure permits us to reduce the number of relevant quantities
derived from the gravitational potential to only a few.
A series of papers inspire this work, ranging from the cos-
mic web definition (Zeldovich 1970; Bond et al. 1996; Hahn
et al. 2007), over the study of halo bias (Bardeen et al. 1986;
Sheth & Tormen 2002; McDonald & Roy 2009; Chan et al.
2012), to the generation of halo catalogues. A precise under-
standing of halo bias can be key to produce fast and accurate
mocks, which then can be used to study systematics in galaxy
catalogues, and to put errors bars on the cosmological infor-
mation (for a variety of mock making methods see (Bond &
Myers 1996; Scoccimarro & Sheth 2002; Monaco et al. 2002a;
Kitaura et al. 2014; White et al. 2014; Chuang et al. 2015;
Avila et al. 2015; Koda et al. 2016; Izard et al. 2016; Vakili
et al. 2017; Stein et al. 2019), and for a comparison between
them see (Chuang et al. 2015; Blot et al. 2019; Lippich et al.
2019; Colavincenzo et al. 2019; Pellejero-Ibañez et al. 2020)).
In the present work we combine the different fields of research
to test in detail, how the cosmic web information can be used
within the framework of perturbation theory (PT) halo bias
to reproduce the clustering statistics of full gravity calcula-
tions.

In the remainder of this paper, we first recap the the-
oretical background to the classical cosmic web definition,
and the general perturbative bias expansion. Subsequently,
we present the connection between both, and motivated by
that, we propose a new cosmic web classification based on
the invariants of the tidal field or velocity shear tensor. Then
we briefly describe the reference N -body simulations and
our machine learning approach BAM. In the section after, we
present numerical studies based on N -body simulations to
quantify the information gain with our proposed cosmic web
classification. Finally, we present our conclusions.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, we revise first the definition of the cosmic
web, subsequently the perturbation halo bias, and finally we
present a unified picture connecting both.

2.1 The cosmic web picture

The cosmic web arises from the growth of structures start-
ing from approximately Gaussian density perturbations (see
e.g. Mo et al. 2010). The connection between the primordial
and the final density fluctuations can be described through
the mapping between Lagrangian to Eulerian space, which
central role is played by the tidal field tensor Tij ≡ ∂i∂jφ

constructed from the gravitational potential φ with i and j
standing for different spatial directions (see the pioneering
work by Zeldovich 1970).

Let us start by considering the mapping between the initial
(at initial redshift z0) and the final (at final z) coordinates of
test particles. In Lagrangian perturbation theory this relation
is expressed via a displacement field, ~ψ(~q) (see Bernardeau
et al. 2002, for a review):

~r = ~q + ~ψ(~q) , (1)

which defines a unique mapping between ~q and ~r (usually
referred to as Lagrangian and Eulerian coordinates). In addi-
tion, one needs to consider the Poisson equation relating the
gravitational potential φ to the over-density field δ through
the Laplacian operator:

∇2φ(~q) = δ(~q) , (2)

where δ ≡ ρ/ρ̄−1, and ρ is the (dark) matter density field. If
we further assume that the test particles were initially homo-
geneously distributed, then we can write the following mass
conservation relation:

ρ(~r)d~r = 〈ρ(z0)〉d~q . (3)

The inverse of the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation
defines the over-density field:

1 + δ(~r(~q)) = J(~q)−1 , (4)

with

J(~q) ≡
∣∣∣∣∂~r∂~q

∣∣∣∣ . (5)

The displacement field is given by the gradient of a potential
(since any initial curl decays with cosmic evolution consid-
ering up to second order Lagrangian perturbation theory)
~ψ(~q) = −∇φ(~q), and hence Eq. (4) can be rewritten as:

1 + δ(~q) =
∣∣∣δK
ij + ∂i∂jφ(~q)

∣∣∣−1

. (6)

We can define the tidal field, strain, or deformation tensor

Tij(~q) ≡ ∂i∂jφ(~q) , (7)

which is symmetric, allowing us to diagonalize it with eigen-
values λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3. This permits us to rewrite Eq. (6) as:

1 + δ(~q) = [(1− λ1 (~q)) (1− λ2 (~q)) (1− λ3 (~q))]−1 , (8)

Linearly expanding Eq. (8) we obtain the linear density field
in Lagrangian coordinates: δ(~q) ≡ λ1(~q) + λ2(~q) + λ3(~q). By
linearising Eq. (6) we obtain the Zel’dovich approximation:

δ(~q) ' −∇ · ~ψ(~q) . (9)

The Zel’dovich approximation is often identified with Eq. (8),
instead of linear Lagrangian perturbation theory, as we do
here with Eq. (9). However, Eq. (8) is more general and led
to a structure formation model (which we discuss below) and
admits higher order Lagrangian perturbation theory expres-
sions (Bouchet et al. 1992; Buchert & Ehlers 1993; Buchert
1994; Bouchet et al. 1995; Catelan 1995; Betancort-Rijo &
López-Corredoira 2000). In the approximation of curl-free ve-
locity fields, they can be directly inferred from the normalised
divergence of the density field

θ (~r) ≡ − (a H(a) d lnD(a)/d ln a)−1∇ · ~v (~r) . (10)

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2019)



Cosmic web and halo distribution 3

In the linear velocity approximation θ = δ. From an Eu-
lerian perspective, one needs to consider the inverse map-
ping ~q = ~r − ~ψ(~q(~r)) (Kitaura & Angulo 2012), which under

mass conservation yields the inverse Jacobian: J′(~r) ≡
∣∣∣ ∂~q∂~r ∣∣∣,

and hence to 1 + δ(~r) =
∣∣δK
ij − ∂i∂jφ(~r)

∣∣. Once shell cross-
ing allows for multi-streaming (e.g. Hahn et al. 2015), there
is no unique solution without the peculiar velocity informa-
tion, unless some approximation is done to ensure reversibil-
ity (e.g. Nusser & Dekel 1992; Gramann 1993; Kitaura & An-
gulo 2012; Shi et al. 2018), some optimisation is applied (e.g.
Peebles 1989; Nusser & Branchini 2000; Frisch et al. 2002), or
an ensemble of solutions in a statistical sense is sought (e.g.
Kitaura 2013; Jasche & Wandelt 2013; Wang et al. 2013).

In the linear regime one obtains the same approximations,
as given by Eqs. (8) and (9), substituting the ~q-coordinates
with the ~r-coordinates dependence. For what matters, the
same theoretical grounds are valid, and from now on, we con-
sider the tidal field tensor expressed in Eulerian coordinates.

In particular, the density field in Eulerian coordinates
(computed from the non-linear gravitational potential) reads:

δ(~r) ≡ λ1(~r) + λ2(~r) + λ3(~r) . (11)

The result shown in Eq. (8) led to the top-down scenario
of structure formation, in which the catastrophies of infinite
density occurred first along the largest eigenvalue to first form
sheets also known as Zel’dovich ”pancakes”, then along the
second largest to form filaments, and finally along the small-
est eigenvalue to form knots (Hidding et al. 2014; Feldbrugge
et al. 2018).

This is in contrast with the well established hierarchical
model scenario, in which smaller objects form first and by
merging processes grow to larger ones (Press & Schechter
1974; Fry & Peebles 1978; White & Rees 1978; Bardeen et al.
1986). In fact, Eq. (8) can be used to compute gravitational
collapse with LPT and combined with the hierarchical model
to generate halo distributions including accurate merger his-
tories (Bond & Myers 1996; Monaco et al. 2002b). Bond et al.
(1996) investigated both scenarios studying the appearance
of sheets (“pancakes”) as compared to filaments in both N -
body and Zel’dovich calculations, finding a preference for the
latter. That paper coined the term cosmic-web, and used ar-
guments based on eigenvalues of the shear of the velocity field

Σij ≡ 1

2
(∂ivj + ∂jvi) (12)

(which is equivalent to the tidal field in linear theory) to
make a cosmic web classification. They considered the ellip-
ticity e ∝ (λ1 − λ3) and the prolatness p ∝ (λ1 + λ3 − 2λ2)
(both up to a consistent normalisation of typically 2δ) to
define filaments: p ∼ −e and sheets: p ∼ e, which imply
λ1 ∼ λ2 and λ2 ∼ λ3, respectively. A more systematic cos-
mic web classification, also inspired by the Zeldovich “pan-
cakes” formation, was introduced by Hahn et al. (2007),
commonly known as the T-web. In this classification, they
considered knots, as the regions in which gravitational col-
lapse causes matter inflow expressed through positive eigen-
values (knots: λ1, λ2, λ3 > 0); voids as opposed to knots
are described as expanding regions with negative eigenval-
ues (voids: λ1, λ2, λ3 < 0); filaments being closer to knots
are defined as regions with two positive eigenvalues, and a

negative one (filaments: λ1, λ2 > 0;λ3 < 0); while sheets are
defined by one positive, and two negative eigenvalues (sheets:
λ1 > 0;λ2, λ3 < 0). The cases in which any eigenvalue coin-
cides with zero has been neglected, as it can be arbitrarily
assigned to any limiting case. We note, that this picture co-
incides with the one provided by (Bond et al. 1996), since
also in the T-web definition filaments have the largest eigen-
values closer to each other, while for sheets this happens for
the lowest ones.

These definitions, however are more qualitative than quan-
titative, since there is not a first principle guaranteeing that
a filament is really such a cosmic web type. In fact, this cos-
mic web classification depends on the smoothing scale, mesh
resolution, and mass assignment scheme. To alleviate this, an
eigenvalue threshold (instead of zero) was introduced (Forero-
Romero et al. 2009), and a multi-scale classification was de-
veloped (Aragón-Calvo et al. 2007a; Cautun et al. 2013). Al-
ternatively, the velocity shear tensor has been revived to clas-
sify the cosmic web (V-web: Hoffman et al. 2012), applying
the same classification, as in (Hahn et al. 2007) with compa-
rable results (Nuza et al. 2014). Certainly, beyond the linear
velocity-density relation, the velocity shear carries comple-
mentary information to the tidal field tensor (see Sec. 2.2).
The tidal field has also been used to compute the spine of the
cosmic web (Sousbie et al. 2008; Aragón-Calvo et al. 2010;
Feldbrugge et al. 2018). Another perspective to the cosmic
web is based on folding of phase-space (Vogelsberger et al.
2008; White & Vogelsberger 2009; Vogelsberger & White
2011; Shandarin et al. 2012; Abel et al. 2012; Falck et al.
2012). The dark matter distribution can be regarded as a con-
tinuous field, and gravitational collapse as foldings of phase-
space, every time shell crossing occurs. In this framework,
voids are regions in which shell crossing has not happened
yet, and according to the number of shell-crossings, or the
number of axis across which shell-crossing happens, the dif-
ferent cosmic web structures can be identified. As shown in
a series of recent works, the regions of shell-crossing, i.e., the
caustics or catastrophies, can be computed from the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the tidal field tensor (Arnold et al.
1982; Hidding et al. 2014; Feldbrugge et al. 2018).

2.2 The halo bias picture

On the other hand, the bias of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and
halos with respect to (w.r.t.) the underlying dark matter field
has been studied since long in galaxy surveys and numeri-
cal simulations (e.g. Press & Schechter 1974; White & Rees
1978; Kaiser 1984; Peacock & Heavens 1985; Bardeen et al.
1986; Szalay 1988; Feldman et al. 1994; Mo & White 1996;
Sheth & Tormen 1999; Kravtsov & Klypin 1999; Seljak 2000;
Cooray & Sheth 2002; Tinker et al. 2010; Valageas 2011).
It has been established that the bias relation is non-linear,
stochastic, and scale-dependent (e.g. Peebles 1980; Saslaw &
Hamilton 1984; Fry & Gaztanaga 1993; Cen & Ostriker 1993;
Bernardeau 1994; Sheth 1995; Dekel & Lahav 1999; Sheth &
Lemson 1999; Somerville et al. 2001; Casas-Miranda et al.
2002; Smith et al. 2007; Desjacques et al. 2010; Scoccimarro
et al. 2012; Baldauf et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013; Kitaura
et al. 2014; Neyrinck et al. 2014; Ahn et al. 2015). Further-
more, it also depends on the history each volume element
of the Universe has experienced (e.g. Gao & White 2007;
Angulo et al. 2008; Lazeyras et al. 2017; Chue et al. 2018;
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Contreras et al. 2019). This so-called assembly bias can be
expressed in terms of the tidal field tensor, of the velocity
field, and of some sort of short-range density dependence,
which altogether also account for non-local bias (Matsubara
1999; McDonald 2006; Matsubara 2008; Scoccimarro et al.
2012; Chan et al. 2012; Baldauf et al. 2012, 2013; Sheth et al.
2013; Pajer & Zaldarriaga 2013; Schmidt et al. 2013; Porto
et al. 2014; Saito et al. 2014; Assassi et al. 2014; Senatore &
Zaldarriaga 2015; Angulo et al. 2015a; Mirbabayi et al. 2015;
Senatore 2015; Modi et al. 2017; Lazeyras & Schmidt 2018;
Abidi & Baldauf 2018; Munshi 2018).

We investigate an effective bias model at the Eulerian field
level (Schmittfull et al. 2019) restricted to the following de-
pendencies between the halo field δh and the dark matter
(DM) gravitational potential:

δh(~r) x P
(
δh(~r)|∇2φ(~r), ∂i∂jφ(~r)

)
= P (δh|δ, T ) . (13)

This relation is not truncated to any order, but effectively
corresponds to resummed perturbation theories (see e.g. Elia
et al. 2011), including the infinite non-linear expansion of δ
and the tidal anisotropies to higher orders, as we show in this
work (see also §2.2 and Pellejero-Ibañez et al. (2020)).

This work is especially inspired by McDonald & Roy (2009)
and Chan et al. (2012). In these works, the halo-bias terms
are constructed from the tidal field tensor T and the veloc-
ity shear Σij . For a modern and accurate description of both
the two and three-point statistics of biased tracers of the
large-scale structure based on perturbation theory see Egge-
meier et al. (2021) and other recent works such as Lazeyras
& Schmidt (2018). As mentioned before, in the linear regime,
and in the absence of vorticity of the velocity field (washed
away due to the cosmological expansion, see e.g. Bernardeau
et al. 2002) the velocity shear and the tidal field tensor coin-
cide.

The tidal field can be identified among the precursors of
the so-called assembly bias (e.g. Gao & White 2007; Angulo
et al. 2008; Lazeyras et al. 2017; Chue et al. 2018). Indeed,
tidal torque theory (Doroshkevich 1970; Binney & Silk 1979;
White 1984; Barnes & Efstathiou 1987; Hoffman 1988; Heav-
ens & Peacock 1988; Catelan & Theuns 1996a,b; Porciani
et al. 2002a,b; Lu et al. 2009; Cusin et al. 2017) predicts an
angular momentum of proto-halos of the form (White 1984)
Li ∝ εLC

ijk Tj`I`k, where Iij ∝
∫
V

d3q qiqj denotes the inertia

tensor of the mass contained in the volume V (with εLC
kij be-

ing the Levi-Civita tensor). This represents the seeds of the
spin of dark mater halos, as well as anisotropies in the en-
vironment (Ramakrishnan et al. 2019) inducing to different
clustering signals of present-day haloes. Furthermore, the late
cosmological times, this can induce curl in the velocity field
ωi ∝ εLC

ijk∂jvk, with non negligible impact in the formation of
dark matter halos (Pichon & Bernardeau 1999; Hahn et al.
2015).

As pointed out by (McDonald & Roy 2009), short-range
non-local bias at a given scale R can be modelled by a series

of higher order derivative terms like Rn∇nδ (such as n = 2)
(see also Werner & Porciani 2020). Cosmic voids can be de-
scribed, as such a case of short range non-local bias, where
the density field curvature changes on relatively small scales
(Chuang et al. 2017). Also, the local tidal environment has
been studied with a tensor of the form: ∂i∂jδ (Heavens &
Peacock 1988). Let us summarise all these short range non-
local bias terms by Γlij = ∂li∂

l
jδ for i = j, i 6= j, and l ∈ N.

The mixed terms with i 6= j have been considered in many
other works. They enter at higher orders than the ∇2δ term,
but are relevant for the bi-spectrum (see for example, Des-
jacques et al. 2018; Nadler et al. 2018; Eggemeier et al. 2019;
Fujita & Vlah 2020; Eggemeier et al. 2021). There are also
approaches that measure the various perturbative galaxy bias
ingredients from simulations, which means they also contain
all non-linearities (Kokron et al. 2021; Zennaro et al. 2021).

In addition, the halo distribution represents a discrete re-
alisation of the expected number counts of objects per vol-
ume element. This causes a stochastic uncertainty compo-
nent, which can be modelled by an additive shot-noise term
in the power spectrum measurements (Feldman et al. 1994).
In large scale structure analysis this uncertainty can be mod-
elled by a white noise term. We refer to the general stochastic
bias component as ε.

In summary, the halo bias model would have the following
dependencies:

δh(~r) = F (δ, T ,Γ,Σ, ω, ε) . (14)

We consider each dependency grouped in separated depen-
dencies, such as the combined local and non-local density
dependence.

Since the halo number density is a scalar quantity any non-
local bias term needs to be some kind of contraction of a
tensor. In particular, let us consider the series of higher order
non-local bias terms constructed based upon Tij , and rewrite
the convenient trace-less tensor as

sij (~r) ≡ Tij − 1

3
δK
ijδ (~r) . (15)

The corresponding second-order and third order bias terms
are respectively given by the following contractions: s2 ≡
sijsji, s

3 ≡ sijskjski. We consider a general local and non-
local functional dependence on the density field Fδ,T (δ) ≡
Fδ(δ, Tij).

We note that the velocity terms considered in (McDon-
ald & Roy 2009) correspond to Fshear(~v|curl−free) for curl-free
fields, there is an additional shear field for the divergence-
free field Fshear(~v|div−free), according to the Helmholtz de-
composition (Bladel 1959). Also, the curl of the divergence
free velocity field does not vanish and additional terms can be
constructed. Additionally, we group the short-range density
terms by FδSR(∂li∂

l
jδ(~r)), and all the noise terms in Fε(ε(~r)).

The resulting Taylor expanded bias dependence fol-
lowing McDonald & Roy (2009) to model the halo
over-density in Eulerian coordinates ~r is given by:

MNRAS 000, 1–19 (2019)
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δh(~r) =

local︷ ︸︸ ︷
cδδ(~r)︸ ︷︷ ︸

first order

+

local︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

2
cδ2
(
δ2(~r)− 〈δ2〉

)
+

non−local︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

2
cs2

(
s2(~r)− 2

3
〈δ2〉

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

second order

+

local︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

3!
cδ3δ

3(~r) +

non−local︷ ︸︸ ︷
1

2
cδs2δ(~r)s

2(~r) +
1

3!
cs3s

3(~r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
third order

+

local & non−local︷ ︸︸ ︷
O(Fδ,T (δ)|4)︸ ︷︷ ︸
fourth order+︸ ︷︷ ︸

curl−free & θ=δ terms

non−local︷ ︸︸ ︷
+ FδSR(∂li∂

l
jδ(~r))︸ ︷︷ ︸

short range θ=δ terms l∈N︸ ︷︷ ︸
first order+

+Fshear(~v(~r)|curl−free)︸ ︷︷ ︸
θ 6=δ terms

+Fshear(~v(~r)|div−free) + Fcurl(~v(~r))︸ ︷︷ ︸
vorticity θ=δ & θ 6=δ terms︸ ︷︷ ︸

third order+

+

local & non−local︷ ︸︸ ︷
Fε(ε(~r))︸ ︷︷ ︸
noise terms︸ ︷︷ ︸
first order+

, (16)

where δ stands for the dark matter field, the cs are some
bias factors, the s2 and s3 are non-local bias terms derived
from the tidal field tensor, and θ is the weighted velocity
divergence. We neglect in this study the velocity terms and
the short range terms, which are typically given for l = 1
and i = j (Chuang et al. 2017; Werner & Porciani 2020),
although also i 6= j has been considered (Heavens & Peacock
1988). It is important to stress that in contrast to the major-
ity of previous works (see e.g. Bardeen et al. 1986; Sheth &
Tormen 2002; McDonald & Roy 2009; Chan et al. 2012), we
consider the gravitational potential from the cosmologically
evolved non-linear density field defined on a few Mpc scales.
At such scales the divergence-free component makes up only a
few percent of the curl-free component, and becomes increas-
ingly important towards sub-Mpc scales (Kitaura et al. 2012).
Thus, we can assume approximately curl-free local density
terms, and the first row can be identified with the tidal shear
for curl-free fields with θ = δ: Fδ,T (δ) ' Fshear(~v(~r)|θ=δcurl−free).

We are interested in practical applications to efficiently
generate mock galaxy catalogues saving the expensive costs
of running N -body simulations. For this reason, we can, a
priori, not assume to have such a precise velocity field to be
able to consider the case for which θ 6= δ. However, we can as-
sume that machine learning algorithms can efficiently deliver
such precise velocity fields (see e.g. Wu et al. 2021). We will,
hence, also consider the velocity shear as in the pioneering
work of Bond et al. (1996) to describe the halo distribution.
Below, we will start with the tidal field tensor, but the same
analysis will be shown for the velocity shear tensor in §5.1.1.

2.3 Unified cosmic web and halo bias picture

The gravitational potential is the key ingredient in both the
development of the cosmic web and the bias relation be-
tween the halo field and the underlying dark matter den-
sity field. Therefore, following (Sheth & Tormen 2002; Chan
et al. 2012), we analyse the gravitational deformation tensor
in terms of its invariants (see also Munshi 2018). The cor-
responding eigenvalues of the symmetric tidal tensor T are
computed by solving its cubic characteristic polynomial (see
e.g. Schröder et al. 2010): det(λ1−T ) = λ3−I1λ2+I2λ−I3 =

0, with invariants:

I1 ≡ tr(T ) = λ1 + λ2 + λ3 ≡ δ with λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ,

I2 ≡ 1

2
(tr2(T )− tr(T 2)) = λ1λ2 + λ1λ3 + λ2λ3 ,

I3 ≡ det(T ) = λ1λ2λ3 ,

I4 ≡ tr(T tT ) = λ2
1 + λ2

2 + λ2
3 = I2

1 − 2I2 ,

I5 ≡ tr(T tT tT ) = λ3
1 + λ3

2 + λ3
3

= I3
1 − 3I1I2 + 3I3 = I1I4 − I1I2 + 3I3 . (17)

Defining 9α ≡ I2
1 − 3I2 = I4 − I2, β ≡ (−9I1I2 + 27I3 +

2I3
1 )/54, and Θ ≡ cos−1(β/

√
α3)/3, it is possible to formu-

late the eigenvalues as (Weisstein 2002; Press et al. 2007;
Nickalls 1993): λ1 = I1/3 + 2

√
α cos(Θ), λ2 = I1/3 +

2
√
α cos(Θ− 2π/3), and λ3 = I1/3 + 2

√
α cos(Θ + 2π/3).

From this, the moments can be constructed (Pierpaoli &
Basser 1996): µ1 = 〈λi〉 = I1/3, µ2 = 〈(λi − µ1)2〉 = 2α,
and µ3 = 〈(λi − µ1)3〉 = 2β. The second order non-local
bias s2 term (see McDonald & Roy 2009) is also related to α
(Paranjape et al. 2018): s2 = 6α. Hence, s2 = 2/3 (I4−I2) =
I4 − 1/3I2

1 . In the same way s3 is related to µ3: s3 = 3µ3 =
6β = −I1I2 + 3I3 + 2/9I3

1 = 1/3(I5 − 1/3I3
1 ) + 2I3. The

difference among the eigenvalues induces a non vanishing
α, eventually also causing an ellipticity e ≡ (λ1 − λ3)/(2δ)
and a prolatness p ≡ (λ1 + λ3 − 2λ2)/(2δ), which require
knowledge on the first three invariants (Chan et al. 2012):
I2 = I2

1/3 (1−(3 e2+p2)) and I3 = I3
1/27 (1−p)[(1+p)2−9 e2].

Following (Chan et al. 2012) we can find the relation between
the halo bias terms from McDonald & Roy (2009) and the
invariants, as generating functions), respectively (see §2.2).
From Eq. (17) it is clear that each of the eigenvalues can
be expressed as a function of the first three invariants. As a
consequence, the classical cosmic web classification, dubbed
T-web, (based on combinations of conditions on the eigen-
values to obtain four different cosmic web types: tcw:={knot,
filament, sheet, void}, see (Hahn et al. 2007)) has an equiv-
alent formulation in terms of conditions on the invariants, as
we show in the appendix A.

3 GRAVITY CALCULATIONS WITH
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We rely in this work on the Minerva suite (Grieb et al. 2016),
which consist on a set of 300 N -body dark matter only sim-
ulations, each embedded in a cubic box of Lbox = 1.5h−1

Gpc side using 10003 particles. Dark matter haloes are iden-
tified with a standard Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm at
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redshift z = 1, and subjected to an unbinding procedure
(Springel et al. 2001), in which particles with positive total
energy are removed and halos artificially linked by FoF are
separated. The minimum halo mass is ∼ 2.7× 1012 h−1 M�.
The advantage of these simulations is that they have been
thoroughly studied in the different summary statistics (Blot
et al. 2019; Balaguera-Antoĺınez et al. 2020), and thus con-
stitute an ideal reference set.

This population of halos is particularly sensitive to a well
modelling of non-local bias in the three-point statistics. Lu-
minous Red Galaxies, correspond to an effective higher mass
cut (> 1013h−1 M�), and thus the corresponding halos better
trace the peaks of the density field. These can be described
with simpler bias models (Kitaura et al. 2015, 2016b). Al-
though, in these studies the bi-spectra were not reproduced
to the accuracy presented in this work. On the other hand
considering very low mass halos (> 108h−1 M�) brings the
halo field closer to the dark matter field, and no strong ev-
idence for non-local bias terms was found (Pellejero-Ibañez
et al. 2020). The rather intermediate halo mass cut consid-
ered in this study constitutes the most challenging one, and
hitherto no well modelling of the three-point statistics has
been found on the scales relevant to baryon acoustic oscilla-
tions, or redshift space distortions (see Balaguera-Antoĺınez
et al. 2020). A good handling on halo masses above 1011 and
below 1013h−1 M� is critical for the upcoming surveys fo-
cusing on emission line galaxies, such as (Levi et al. 2013;
Amendola et al. 2016; Benitez et al. 2014; De Jong et al.
2019).

Since, we aim at studying the relation between the forma-
tion of compact small scale objects and the large scale struc-
ture, we define a regular mesh (with cell center positions at
~r) of 5003 cells, which implies a 3 h−1 Mpc cell side resolu-
tion. We apply nearest-grid-point to the halo catalogue and
to the dark matter particles, to produce halo number counts
per cell Nh(~r) and the dark matter field δ(~r), respectively.

The cell size has been chosen to be large enough that there
is a considerable computing gain, but small enough that it
is still below the scale of typical displacements to avoid an
additional smoothing which could have an impact on Baryon
Acoustic Oscillations or Redshift Space Distortions. A deeper
study in this direction should be performed to investigate
whether even smaller resolution meshes can be safely consid-
ered at the expense of requiring more computing resources.

4 BAM: A MACHINE LEARNING METHOD TO
COMBINE GENERATING FUNCTIONS

The BAM method represents a physically motivated supervised
machine learning algorithm in which the cost function based
on the power spectrum of the respective targeted variables
is minimized with non-linear and non-local isotropic kernels
and anisotropic explicit bias dependencies. The kernels pre-
serve dimensionality and are iteratively extracted from the
reference simulation.

The bi-spectrum is not explicitly used in the calibration
process. Nevertheless, using an accurate dark matter field
above a certain scale (a few Mpc) combined with an accurate
bias modelling ensures a precise three-point statistics of the
tracer distribution (see Kitaura et al. 2015). As in all previous
works using the BAM algorithm, we describe the joint proba-

bility distribution of the number of halos and all considered
properties (see Balaguera-Antoĺınez et al. 2020).

In this work, we use in the calibration process a down-
sampled version of the initial conditions and the final cata-
logue from the reference simulation.

Considering the general problem of a quantity q determined
by the functional dependence on a series of variables, which
are generating functions {η1, η2, . . . }: q = F (η1, η2, . . . ), with
each variable having a potentially non-linear and non-local
relation w.r.t. q: q = Fi(ηi) ∀i. Let us further assume that we
have a method to express the dependence, as combinations
of non-linear expansions of each variable:

q = c1 F1(η1) + c2 F2(η2) + c12 F12(η1η2) + · · · (18)

= c1(a1 η1 + a2 η
2
1 + · · · ) + c2 (b1 η2 + b2 η

2
2 + · · · ) + · · · .

If there is then a relationship between the different variables:
vi = fi({ηj : j 6= i}), the question arises of which is the
minimum number of variables, which fully constrains q. In
practice, it is difficult to implicitly include cross terms such as
F12(η1η2). The reason is that a particular finite binning must
be used to describe each quantity ηi. Hence, cross products
are usually not well modelled by the original binning of each
component. Therefore, a higher accuracy is achieved when
those cross terms are explicitly included.

4.1 Technical details of the BAM algorithm

Our particular science case consists of reproducing the halo
number counts per cellNh on a mesh of anN -body simulation
as a function of variables (see e.g. Kitaura et al. 2014).

It is important to note, that the BAM code used in this work
does not truncate the bias relation to any order, but effec-
tively corresponds to resummed perturbation theories (see
e.g. Elia et al. 2011), including the infinite non-linear expan-
sion of δ and the tidal anisotropies to higher orders, as we
show in this work. This has already been studied to some ex-
tent (depending on δ and δ+T-web) in Balaguera-Antoĺınez
et al. (2019); Pellejero-Ibañez et al. (2020).

The BAM algorithm takes a set of binned variables {η} and
measures from the reference simulation the probability distri-
bution P (Nh|{η}) for halo number counts per cell Nh condi-
tional to the set {η}. This conditional probability distribution
function represents the joint stochastic and deterministic halo
bias expressed in terms of the chosen set of variables.

In other words, the noise terms encoded in Eq. (16) through
Fε(ε(~r)) are all effectively included in our study. BAM then
goes through each cell i in the mesh looking up the joint
set of (binned) variables {η}i corresponding to that cell, and
randomly selects a halo number count Nh from the available
probabilistic relation P (Nh|{η}). This relation however, de-
pends on the definition of the dark matter density field δ
on the mesh, from which all invariants are derived. But the
definition of δ is arbitrary, and does not coincide with the
way in which the dark matter distribution was used to define
the halos (Springel et al. 2001). There is an effective ker-
nel relating the mass assignment scheme used to define the
density field on the mesh and the halo finder used to define
the halos. In addition, all the missing contributions to the
bias (for instance short range non-local bias) can potentially
have an impact on the power spectrum. For all these reasons,
BAM applies a kernel to the dark matter density. This kernel
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Figure 1. Generating functions {I1, I2, I3, I4, I5, I1I2} and their relation to the halo field extracted from N -body simulations. Upper

panels show slices through the 1.5 h−1 Gpc side volume for each variable. The second row shows the smoothed bias relation with respect
to the halo number over-density. The contours in each panel denote the region containing 65, 95 and 99% of the total number of classified
cells. The lower panels show the corresponding cross power spectra.
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Figure 2. Generating functions {λ1, λ2, λ3} and their relation to the halo field extracted from N -body simulations. Upper panels show
slices through the 1.5 h−1 Gpc side volume for each variable. The second row shows the smoothed bias relation with respect to the halo

number over-density. The contours in each panel denote the region containing 65, 95, 97 and 99% of the total number of classified cells.

The lower panels show the corresponding cross power spectra.

is automatically determined through a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo rejection sampling algorithm. The kernel purpose is
meant to reproduce the power spectrum of the reference one.
However, depending on the bias model a higher or lower ac-
curacy is achieved. But the (reduced) three-point statistics
corresponding to the halo realisation produced by BAM is only
constrained by the chosen bias model. Therefore, we focus on
this statistics to study the different bias models listed above.
Some crucial improvements in the treatment of the variables,
which allow us to use a low number of bins to accurately
describe them are presented in Sinigaglia et al. (2021). We
initially use in all our runs 300 bins for the over-density δ and
700 bins for the rest of variables, with the exception of the
T-web which uses four bins for the cosmic web type and addi-
tional 200 bins for the classification of knots (see Zhao et al.
2015). We have checked for the I-web case only, that the re-
sults do not qualitatively change using a far lower resolution
of bins of {200,100,100}. An investigation of potential over-
fitting is presented in Sinigaglia et al. (2021). An investigation
of how to use multiple reference simulations -thereby effec-
tively increasing the reference volume- to produce accurate
covariance matrices is presented in a forthcoming publication
(Balaguera-Antoĺınez et al., in prep.).

4.2 Halo bias calculations with invariants

A bias model including the non-linear dependence on δ, I4,
and I5 includes all the terms in the first row of Eq. (16)
up to third order, with the exception of the term involv-
ing δs2 and s3 (as it does not include I3). This accounts
for the second order anisotropic clustering. The bias con-
tours and the cross-power spectra between the halo field,
the invariants and the eigenvalues are shown in Figs. 1 and
Fig. 2, respectively. The fractional and relative anisotropy
(FA and RA, respectively), commonly used quantities in med-
ical imaging (see e.g. Rajagopalan et al. 2017), are related to
α: FA =

√
3/2 (

∑
i(λi − µ1)2)/I4 =

√
3µ2/(2I4) =

√
3α/I4

and RA =
√

1/6µ2/µ2
1 =
√

3α/I1. The latter being similar
to the halo-centric anisotropy (Ramakrishnan et al. 2019):
α′ ≡ √α/(1 + δ). From the main invariant I5 we see that
the term I1I2 is fully specified, if in addition to I5 and I1
(through δ), the third principal invariant I3 is specified (see
Eq. (17)). On the other hand, from the definition of I4, we
can see that I4 and I2

1 (through δ) generate I2. Reversing the
argument, by specifying δ and I2 we automatically fix I4. In
this way, by describing the non-linear relation between the
halo density and {δ(I1), I2, I3, I4, I5} (of which I4 is redun-
dant), all the terms from the non-linear local and non-local
density bias relation FδNL(δ) up to (at least) third order are
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fully specified. In fact, even the common anisotropic func-
tional dependencies are described with the invariants. Since
specifying {δ,I2,I3,I5} corresponds to four equations involv-
ing three eigenvalues (see Eq. (17)), each eigenvalue is con-
strained. In this way, the ellipticity e and the prolatness p,
as defined in Sect. 2.1, are fixed. In fact, it is clear now, that
e and p involve the invariants I1, I2, and I3, corresponding
thus to non-local bias terms which are not complete at third
order in Eq. (17), since they do not involve I5.

We conclude that the invariants {I1, I2, I3, I4, I5} generate
the following terms in the halo bias relation to third order
(Eq. 16): δ, δ2, δ3, s2(α), s3, δ s2, e, p.

The invariant I4 is generated by I2
1 and I2. Hence, a method

able to make combinations of the type described by Eq. (18)
requires only I1 and I2 to automatically also include I4. I5
on the other hand requires I3

1 , I3, and I1I2. We need thus to
include I3 together with I1I2, which is also required to model
δ s2 by I1I4 = I3

1 − 2I1I2.
Then the set of variables {I1, I2, I3, I1I2} is equivalent to
{I1, I2, I3, I4, I5}. In terms of the statistical moments of the
eigenvalues the set {I1, I2, I3, I1I2} determines {I1, α, β}, and
hence, all moments to third order {µ1, µ2, µ3}.

We can also replicate the invariants Ii with the eigenval-
ues. A first naive attempt consists of using a model such
as {I1, λ1, λ2, λ3}. This however, will not include terms like
λiλj , nor λ2

iλj with i 6= j. This implies that terms such as
I2, I3, I1I2 cannot be constructed. It is tempting to construct
combined variables such as λij = λi + λj with i 6= j to ac-
count for those mixed terms. However, according to Eq. (18)
by doing so we would have the same weights for terms which
require an independent treatment to construct the various
bias terms. One could further extend this model including
I1I2, however at the computational expense of having five
variables instead of four to describe all relevant bias terms
up to third order neglecting velocity and short range non-
local terms. Nontheless, the model {I1, λ1, λ2, λ3} constrains
powers of δ, and {I4,I5,e,p}. It is thus an interesting model
to test the capability of BAM to combine different variables to
effectively treat a series of bias terms.

For computational reasons, it is also interesting to consider
the case of {δ, I2, I3} (hereafter dubbed I-web or I-web-V
when based on the tidal field or velocity shear tensor, re-
spectively), as compared to the complete invariants set. As
shown above, the I1I2 is well modelled through I3, and hence
similar results are expected from including it or not.

In fact, one needs to realise that I1I2 is related to I3
through the equation:

I1I2 = 3 I3 +
∑
i 6=j

λiλ
2
j . (19)

From this we see that when all three eigenvalues are sim-
ilar I1I2 ' 9 I3, implying an isotropic collapse or expan-
sion, which can happen for cosmic web types such as knots
or voids. Moreover, when two eigenvalues are close to each
other λ1 ' λ2 (the same argument is valid for λ2 ' λ3) we
have I1I2 ' 3 I3 + 2 (λ3

1 + λ2
1λ3 + λ1λ

2
3) and I3 ' λ2

1λ3. If
we further demand all terms to be proportional to I3, then
I1I2 ' (3 + 2c) I3 with c being a constant factor, which
is fulfilled when λ3

1 + λ2
1λ3 + λ1λ

2
3 ' c λ2

1λ3. This yields a
quadratic equation for λ3: λ2

3 + (1− c)λ1λ3 + λ2
1 ' 0. Hence,

λ3 ' −λ1[1− c±
√

(1− c)2 − 4]/2, which for the particular
case of c = −1 reduces to λ3 ' −λ1. This is the typical sit-

uation of a filament or sheet for which two eigenvalues are
similar sharing the same sign, and the third one has opposite
sign. A whole family of valid solutions is given for c < −1,
which does not force the third eigenvalue to have the same
absolute value as the other two. It is especially when the
three eigenvalues are different, that the I1I2 term adds in-
formation, and will need to be investigated further in future
work.

Our study investigates the major contributions up to third
order in the halo bias expansion, as they dominate the statis-
tics within the scales we are considering in this work. It is
important to stress, however, that BAM does not restrict the
dependencies in the variables (generating functions) to any
truncated order.

The total number of models considered in this study are
summarised as follows:

• Local DM δ: {δ},
• δ+T-web: {δ, tcw={knot, filament, sheet, void}} ∼
{δ(I1), s̃2(α̃), s̃3, ẽ, p̃},
• PT-web-q: {δ, I4},
• PT-web-qa: {δ, I4, s2(α)} ∼ {δ, I2, I4} ,
• PT-web: {δ, I4, I5},
• λ-web: {δ, λ1, λ2, λ3} ∼ {δ, I4, I5, e, p},
• I-web: {δ, I2, I3} ∼ {δ, s2(α), s̃3, δ̃s2, e, p},
• I-web-c: {δ, I2, I3, I1I2} ∼ {δ, I2, I3, I4, I5}
∼ {δ, s2(α), s3, δs2, e, p} ,

with x̃ indicating restricted information on x. As explained
in appendix A the T-web has only partial information of the
whole parameter space spanned by the invariants (I-web).
There is a crucial difference between the T-web and the I-
web models, which lies in the binning of the variables given
by the invariants or the eigenvalues, the same way the density
field is binned. The T-web is not only solely based on the
invariants I1, I2, I3, but also restricts the information to a
particular cosmic web type, and hence corresponds to only
four additional bins to the ones used for the density.

The plots representing the relation between the invariants
and the halo density field (such as Figs. 1 or 2) show how BAM

captures the full non-linear and stochastic relation between
each variable and the halo realisation from the reference
simulation. This is accurately demonstrated in (Pellejero-
Ibañez et al. 2020). In that work halo populations down to
>∼ 108 h−1 M� were studied. In that case, the halo population
has a very low bias, and in consequence, its two- and three-
point statistics are closer to the dark matter field. Hence,
simpler bias models, such as δ+T-web succeed to reproduce
the summary statistics. However, the non-linear local dark
matter density dependence becomes very complex, having an
increasing range of halo number counts towards higher mass
resolutions, and simple power law bias models are shown to
fail. The study presented in this work, can be thus particu-
larly important for intermediate halo masses, hosting emis-
sion line galaxies.

The invariants of the velocity shear tensor (instead of the
tidal field tensor) can be used in the analysis yielding an ef-
fective description of further bias terms in Eq. 16 (see §5.1.1).

5 ANALYSIS OF GRAVITY CALCULATIONS

In this section, we present the results after applying the
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Figure 3. Slices through the simulated cosmic volumes. Top panels: halo over-density field δh (red colour range) vs N -body dark matter

field δ (blue colour range), top panel: from the N -body catalogue (4500 CPU hrs), middle panel: from the BAM mock with the I-web model

(0.042 CPU hrs without velocities). Bottom panel: difference between the two halo fields.

Bias Assignment Method (BAM code: Balaguera-Antoĺınez
et al. 2019, 2020; Pellejero-Ibañez et al. 2020, and §4), which
relates the halo number counts per cell in a mesh (3h−1 Mpc
cell side resolution in a 1.5h−1 Gpc cubical volume) to a
number of dependencies given by Eq. (13).

We focus in this work on the following biasing models: local
δ; δ+T-web: {δ, tcw}; PT-web-q: {δ, I4}; PT-web: {δ, I4, I5};
and I-web: {δ, I2, I3}. The invariants and their relation to
the halo number over-density δh are shown in Fig. 1. The bias
relation and the cross power spectra of I3 and I1I2 turn out to
have a relatively similar grained structure, similar cross power
spectra, and bias relations. In fact, I1I2 is proportional to I3
for knots and voids, when the three eigenvalues are close to
each other, and for filaments and sheets when two eigenvalues
are roughly the same (see §2.1). Hence, we can save in this
study the cross term, reaching equal accuracy. It becomes
visually clear how I1 and I2 can build I4 (with a δ2 term
yields s2), and how I1, I3 (and I1I2) can generate I5 (with a
δ3 term yields s3). The results from BAM are summarised in
Figs. 4- 9.

Several previous works have detected non-local bias in N -
body simulations by doing truncated bias expansion (for
quadratic terms see Chan et al. 2012; Baldauf et al. 2012)
and (for cubic terms see Modi et al. 2017; Abidi & Baldauf
2018). We note, that in the present work we manage to con-
firm such dependencies by reproducing the three-dimensional
halo distribution including the phases at small scales, as il-

lustrated in Fig. 3. The two halo distributions from the full
gravity calculation and the BAM mock using the I-web look
very similar. Their tiny differences are a consequence of ac-
counting for the full stochastic nature of the halo bias rela-
tion at the cell resolution (see Eq. 13). This is particularly
useful, as it permits us to produce accurate synthetic halo
catalogues without having to make the expensive computa-
tions of N -body codes. The BAM-code is especially efficient
(see computing requirements of the PATCHY code, which are
comparable to BAM in contrast to other methods in Blot et al.
(2019) and Pellejero-Ibañez et al. (2020)).

5.1 Two- and three-point statistics analysis

We analyse both the two- and three-point statistics for differ-
ent models using first a single reference catalogue, and second
a set of ten reference catalogues.

We are using in this work consistently the same initial con-
ditions at scales larger than the cell size resolution with BAM

realisations as in the corresponding reference simulation. This
already reduces to a great extent the effect of cosmic vari-
ance when making a comparison among them. Nonetheless,
we have seen that the lowest few modes in the power spec-
trum are still affected by cosmic variance through halo bias.

Using only one reference simulation enables us to investi-
gate the accuracy in reproducing the statistics of that partic-
ular realisation. However, we extend the study to ten refer-
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ence simulations, as this provides insights on the robustness
of the method against different realisations.

The power spectra corresponding to different BAM runs
w.r.t. one reference catalogue are shown in Fig. 4. We have
shown that we can reach with all the considered models an
accuracy within 2% in each mode, yielding residuals1 below
1%. The results considering different realisations yield com-
patible power spectra for the various cosmic web classification
methods (see Fig. 5). In particular, we show results after the
method is well converged with the local δ, the δ+T-web, the
I-web, and the I-web-V model. The same level of accuracy
is achieved for the PT-web, PT-web-q, and λ-web models in
terms of the two-point statistics. We need to go to higher
order statistics to find differences.

The three-point statistics is commonly used to constrain
the bias (see e.g. Matarrese et al. 1997; Sefusatti & Komatsu
2007; Baldauf et al. 2012; Pollack et al. 2012; Saito et al.
2014; Kitaura et al. 2015; Angulo et al. 2015b; Baldauf et al.
2015; Angulo et al. 2015a; Gil-Maŕın et al. 2017).

It is investigated here in Fourier space through the reduced
bi-spectrum Q(θ12) as a function of the normalised angle θ12

between the ~k-vectors ~k1 and ~k2 (see Figs. 6- 9). Comparing
BAM runs with only local density information vs I-web, we
find evidence for non-local bias at the 4.8 σ confidence level
(an information gain of ∼ 3.4 σ over δ+T-web), being very
conservative (see §5.2). One should note that this confidence
level is based on the assumption of different seed perturba-
tions, and hence it carries an overestimation of uncertainty
due to cosmic variance. Accordingly, the statistical signifi-
cance of a non-local bias detection is expected to be stronger
using more accurate covariance matrices with smaller uncer-
tainties corresponding to the same initial conditions.

In particular, we consider triangle configurations in Fourier
space constrained by the following two sides: |~k1| =

0.02, 0.05, 0.1h Mpc−1 & |~k2| = |~k1|; and |~k1| = 0.1h Mpc−1

& |~k2| = 2|~k1|, as a function of the θ12 angle.
The bi-spectra at the largest scales are all compatible with

each other within error bars (configuration corresponding to

|~k1| = 0.02 & |~k2| = |~k1|, on the left in Fig. 6). It is re-
markable, that already at large scales with configurations of
|~k1| = 0.05h Mpc−1 & |~k2| = |~k1| non-negligible differences
can be found, as we further analyze below. These differences
increase towards smaller scales (see right panels). We stop at

the configuration of |~k1| = 0.1h Mpc−1 & |~k2| = 2|~k1|, since
this is the typically shown one, as being relevant to BAO and
RSD analysis. Also higher k configurations become compu-
tationally more expensive, and we plan to extend this work
including velocity and short range non-local bias terms, for
which smaller scales become interesting.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between I-web vs I-web-c, PT-
web vs λ-web, and PT-web vs PT-web-qa. The left panel
shows the similarity from considering or neglecting the cross
term I1I2. As we argued before, I1I2 is well represented by
I3, which effectively includes the third order non-local bias
terms δ s2 and s3. From this we conclude that we can save
in general the usage of an additional field. Although further
analysis towards small scales will have to investigate this. The

1 Defined as the sum of the absolute difference between the refer-
ence and the BAM catalogue’s power spectra in the whole k-mode

range up to 70% of the Nyquist frequency.
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Figure 4. Halo power spectra from one reference Minerva simula-
tion in red, and from BAM realisations with bias models given by δ-,

δ+T-, and I-web using the same initial conditions (ICs). On the

bottom panel corresponding ratios w.r.t. the reference are shown.
The different shaded areas stand for 1, 2, and 5% error bars. See

§4.2 for PT-web and PT-web-q.
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 4 but based on ten reference Minerva sim-
ulations with different seed perturbations in the initial conditions

showing the corresponding mean and 1-σ contours for each case

(they overlap significantly).

middle panel confirms that BAM is actually solving Eq. (18),
as very different generating functions, which are supposed to
approximately coincide in the final bias terms they produce,
do actually have very similar power spectra and bi-spectra.
The role of ellipticity and prolatness seems to be moderate
in this statistics at those large scales. However, the differ-
ence between I4 and α is complementary, adding more in-
formation on anisotropic clustering at second order. This is
demonstrated in the additional test shown in the right panel,
which also partially explains the difference between the PT-
web and the I-web models, and further analysed below. In
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Figure 6. Reduced bi-spectra of the reference N -body halo catalogue (red solid) and the BAM mocks with the bias relation including:

only δ (green dotted), δ+T-web (dot-dashed orange), PT-web: {δ, I4, I5}, and the I-web {δ, I2, I3}. The corresponding ratios are shown

in the second row. The third row shows the sigma difference: σref(X-web) = |QX-web −Qref |/(
√

2σ), with σ being the standard deviation
extracted from the 300 Minerva catalogues. The last row shows the difference between two X and Y BAM mocks σweb(X,Y) = |σref(X-web)−
σref(Y-web)|, as indicated in the legend. The largest evidence for non-local bias is found for the I-web: σweb(I-web, δ). This is a very

conservative estimate, since the halo realisations share the same underlying dark matter field above a resolution of 3h−1 Mpc.
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8 at a smaller scale configuration.

the latter comparison the third order cross term δ s2, i.e., a
further specification on the third order anisotropic clustering,
can also play a role. It is tempting to expect BAM according
to Eq. (18) to be able to construct s2(α) from knowing δ
and I4, since s2 = I4 − δ2/3. However, a greater accuracy is
achieved when explicitly providing s2 due to the low num-
ber of bins used. Adding a redundant variable in this case

effectively increases the number of bins and provides more
accurate results. We get bi-spectra, which are significantly
closer to the reference (compare the –PT-web-q– green to
the –PT-web-qa– blue dashed-dotted line on the right panel
of Fig. 7).

We notice that λ-web does not fully characterise s3 since
I5 needs an additional I3 term which is not included in this
model.

We compute the standard deviation w.r.t. the reference
simulation as: σref(X-web) ≡ |QX-web − Qref |/(

√
2σ), where

we have calculated the covariance matrices of the bi-spectra
from the reference simulation, and assume the same derived
σ error bars apply for the BAM realisations based on our pre-
vious experience (Balaguera-Antoĺınez et al. 2020). Since the
theoretical model in this case has a comparable error bar to
the different models, we adopt a conservative procedure to es-
timate the significance of our measurements. In particular, we
define the tidal field based non-local bias detection with the
various X-web models, as σT (X-web) ≡ σ(X-web)−σ(δ-web).
The information gain of the I-web w.r.t. the T-web is ex-
pressed via σ(I-web,T-web) = σ(I-web) − σ(T-web). The
significances σT (X-web) and σ(I-web,T-web) shown in the
lower panels of Fig. 6 are positive, indicating that there
is a detection of non-local bias and an information gain.
By averaging over the angle range, which shows most dif-
ferences (0.25 < θ12 < 0.75), we find σT (I-web) = 4.8σ,
σT (T-web) = 1.4σ, and hence σweb(I-web,T-web) = 3.4σ.

This implies that we have a clear detection of the non-local
bias in the bi-spectrum with the I-web, and a considerable
information gain w.r.t the T-web.

5.1.1 The cosmic web based on the velocity shear tensor

In this section, we present calculations with BAM using the
I-web based on the velocity shear instead of the tidal field
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Figure 10. Difference of reduced bi-spectra of the reference N -

body halo catalogue (red solid) and the BAM mocks with the
bias relation including: only δ (green dotted), δ+T-web (dashed-

dotted yellow), I-web: {δ, I2, I3}, PT-web: {δ, I4, I5}, and PT-web-

q: {δ, I4}. The grey area corresponds to the standard deviation
from computing the bi-spectra for 300 Minerva simulations.

tensor, i.e. the I-web-V model. The velocity field is taken
from the Minerva reference simulation using a nearest-grid-
point mass assignment scheme to define it on the same mesh
as the density field. This model will effectively include not
only terms in the first row of Eq. (16) but also terms in the
second row for which θ 6= δ.

In particular, we consider the following variables for BAM

based on the I-web-V: {δ, I1(v), I2(v), I3(v)} with a binning
of {200, 100, 100, 70}. This is comparable to the one of the
I-web based on the tidal field tensor.

In fact, we find very similar bi-spectra which are not
strongly affected by cosmic variance for the considered con-
figurations (see left panel in Fig. 8).

A more careful analysis, comparing with velocity shear
based realisations hints towards a slightly higher precision
when relying on the I-web-V (see right panel in Fig. 8).

Since the results relying on the tidal field were already
compatible with the reference simulation in the power spec-
trum and in the considered bi-spectrum configurations for
the I-web case, we extend the three point statistics analysis
to smaller scales.

Fig. 9 shows that the additional information contained in
the velocity field can provide a more precise bias descrip-
tion. In particular, the bi-spectra considering configurations
of k2 = 2k1 ∼ 0.6hMpc−1 are, in general, compatible within
1-σ with the reference simulation when considering the ve-
locity shear, as opposed to considering only the tidal field
tensor. Still, some slight discrepancy between the reference
bi-spectrum and the I-web-V BAM realisations can be found.
This could potentially be improved with an adequate binning
or maybe relying on a larger number of reference simulations.
Further investigation on this is left for future work.

5.2 Statistical significance of the bias models

To compute the statistical significance of the different models
we rely on the χ2 statistics (see Fig. 10).

We assume that the bi-spectrum error bars are given by the

set of 300 Minerva simulations. We should note, that the real
error bars must be somewhat lower, since the cosmic vari-
ance is suppressed to some extent by using the same initial
conditions at a down-sampled resolution.

In Tab. 1 we show individual measurements of χ2/dof
(number of degrees of freedom, the amount of θ12 bins in
our case) and its interpretation from the frequentist point of
view. We show what is the probability of finding a sample
of the χ2 distribution X greater than the one given by the
mocks P (X > χ2). We assume that the computed χ2 is not
drawn from the same distribution, if its probability is not
within the 99% of the distribution. We found that the only
mock satisfying this condition was the one produced in the
I-web case.

In Tab. 2 we show the comparison between χ2/dof, and the
interpretation in terms of Bayes factors. Since we assume that
both the priors and the probability of the data (also called
the evidence) are the same in all of the cases, the Bayes fac-
tor reduces to the likelihood ratio. The grades of evidence
are taken from Jeffreys (1939). We find that for the largest
scales there is no evidence for preferring any model over an-
other. However, towards smaller scales the I-web parametri-
sation evidence increases, as compared to any other model.
The I-web shows a clear preference w.r.t. the local den-
sity and the δ+T-web models already for the configuration
k1 = k2 = 0.1hMpc−1. The PT-web and PT-web-q models
compete with the I-web until the k1 = 0.1 & k2 = 0.2hMpc−1

configuration is achieved, for which we find evidence that the
I-web is required to fit the N -body reference halo catalogue.

From this analysis, we infer that the I-web runs are the only
ones, which are indistinguishable from the reference (at the
considered scales). We also find that the PT-web model does
not match the reference simulation, but performs better than
the PT-web-q model, which contains only up to quadratic
terms. This study implies that we have a considerable gain
from including second order non-local bias (I4) terms (black
dotted vs green dashed lines, and an additional more moder-
ate information gain from including third order non-local bias
(I5) terms (see brown dashed-dotted vs black dotted lines in
Fig. 6). A considerable information gain is obtained from
using the I-web, which has a more accurate description of
the anisotropic clustering as discussed above (see blue solid
vs brown dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 6).

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have investigated the characterisation of
the gravitational deformation tensor through its invariants
and its impact on the distribution of dark matter tracers.
We have shown how to link the latter with the usual char-
acterisation of the cosmic web relying on combinations of
the eigenvalues and their connection to the perturbative halo
bias expansion (see, e.g., Bardeen et al. 1986; Sheth & Tor-
men 2002; McDonald & Roy 2009; Chan et al. 2012; Pollack
et al. 2012; Baldauf et al. 2012; Pollack et al. 2014; Saito
et al. 2014; Modi et al. 2017; Abidi & Baldauf 2018; Lazeyras
& Schmidt 2018; Eggemeier et al. 2021). We have done this
along the lines of Schmittfull et al. (2019), populating the
dark matter field at the Eulerian field level. This has en-
abled us to reproduce the results of full gravity calculations
based on N -body simulations to unprecedented accuracy in
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Bi-spectrum configuration

Bias model
k1 = k2 = 0.02 k1 = k2 = 0.05 k1 = k2 = 0.1 k1 = 0.1 & k2 = 0.2

χ2 P (X > χ2) MR χ2 P (X > χ2) MR χ2 P (X > χ2) MR χ2 P (X > χ2) MR

Local DM δ 0.17 99% N 2.0 0.4% Y 4.5 ∼0% Y 20.2 ∼0% Y

δ+T-web 0.13 99% N 1.14 29.4% N 3.37 ∼0% Y 11.7 ∼0% Y

PT-web-q 0.15 99% N 0.61 90% N 1.13 30% N 6.16 ∼0% Y

PT-web 0.2 99% N 0.5 96% N 0.9 58% N 2.5 ∼0% Y

I-web 0.1 99% N 0.2 99% N 0.3 99% N 0.7 85% N

Table 1. Individual statistics for the different bias models on the corresponding bi-spectra: the χ2, the probability of a sampled X being
greater than the measured χ2 and the model rejection MR {N: No, Y: Yes}. We assume a model can be rejected when the measured χ2

is further than the 99% probability of being within the χ2
dof distribution (dof is the number of degrees of freedom, number of bins in our

case). The cell color gray indicates that the model is rejected w.r.t. the reference, while light gray means that it cannot be rejected, with
the I-web being the only model remaining green throughout all considered configurations.

Bi-spectrum configuration

Bias models
k1 = k2 = 0.02 k1 = k2 = 0.05 k1 = k2 = 0.1 k1 = 0.1 & k2 = 0.2

∆χ2 BF E ∆χ2 BF E ∆χ2 BF E ∆χ2 BF E

I-web vs local DM δ 0.08 1.04 N 1.81 2.47 N 4.21 8.21 Y1 19.5 17402 Y4

I-web vs δ+T-web 0.04 1.02 N 0.94 1.60 N 3.1 4.72 Y1 11.06 252 Y4

I-web vs PT-web-q 0.06 1.03 N 0.41 1.23 N 0.87 1.54 N 5.48 15.47 Y3

I-web vs PT-web 0.06 1.03 N 0.30 1.16 N 0.64 1.37 N 1.81 2.50 Y1

Table 2. Comparison of bias models based on the corresponding bi-spectra, showing the differences ∆χ2, the corresponding Bayes factors
BF, and the evidence grades of the difference in the models: {N: No evidence, Y1: Substantial, Y2: Strong, Y3: Very Strong, Y4: Decisive}.
The evidence grades are taken from Jeffreys (1939). The cell color light gray means that there is no evidence that a model is preferred

over the I-web model, while gray stands for evidence against the various models w.r.t. the I-web model. All cases become red, meaning
that all models are disfavoured w.r.t. the I-web.

the two- and three-point statistics of dark matter tracers. To
this end we have relied on the Bias Assignment Method (BAM
Balaguera-Antoĺınez et al. 2019, 2020; Pellejero-Ibañez et al.
2020), which acts as a physically motivated supervised ma-
chine learning method able to combine generating functions
to produce halo counts on a regular mesh. This approach has
been followed by similar concepts relying on deep learning.
While they are very promising (see e.g., Zhang et al. 2019)
when trying to reproduce the summary statistics on large
cosmic volumes, they do still not reach the precision of the
BAM algorithm (Kodi Ramanah et al. 2019). Machine learning
methods are not only more difficult to interpret in terms of
physical insights, but also very sensitive to the definition of
the cost function they aim at minimising, and other set-up
parameters like the number of layers, etc. Hereby, the non-
local dependencies are difficult to track. Physical models help
to increase the accuracy, as demonstrated by combining the
Zel’dovich approximation with machine learning (He et al.
2019). The BAM approach aims in fact at providing the maxi-
mum physical information to minimize the uncertainties en-
coded in a single kernel (as a function of k in Fourier space),
which is extracted within a Markov Chain Monte Carlo rejec-
tion algorithm, learning from the reference simulation. Hence,
deep learning approaches could benefit from the insights pro-
vided in this work.

The bi-spectrum analysis shows that already at configura-
tions of k1 = k2 = 0.05hMpc−1 the invariants become nec-
essary. This accuracy increases when using the invariants of
the tidal shear tensor towards smaller scales as expected from
having a more complete anisotropic bias description.

A precise description of anisotropic clustering has turned
out to be crucial on large scales confirming its importance
found in previous work (Ramakrishnan et al. 2019).

In summary, we have succeeded to find a consistent picture

at scales relevant to BAO and RSD analysis. In forthcoming
publications, the connection to the galaxy distribution, red-
shift space distortions, and covariance matrices going down
to lower halo masses will be presented (Balaguera-Antoĺınez,
Kitaura et al in prep.). From recent studies showing that an
accurate fit to the two- and three-point statistics implies ac-
curate covariance matrices (Baumgarten & Chuang 2018), we
expect that the corresponding four-point statistics will also
be well reproduced with BAM relying on the I-web. In fact,
previous versions of the BAM code using the T-web already
reproduced well the covariance matrices from N -body sim-
ulations using the information of the power spectra up to
k = 0.2hMpc−1 (Balaguera-Antoĺınez et al. 2020).

These findings suggest that one might find very com-
plete galaxy bias descriptions based on a few terms con-
structed with invariants of the tidal field or velocity shear
tensor. In particular, one could easily extend the bias
model suggested by (Fry & Gaztanaga 1993; Cen & Os-
triker 1993; Abel et al. 2012) with something like: ρg ∝
h({di}) f

(∑
i ai (ci + g(ηi))

bi
)
, where f , g, and h are some

appropriate functions, ai, bi, ci, and {di} are a set of bias
factors, and ηi being, e.g., {δ(I1), I2, I3, (I1I2)}). The func-
tion h typically models the suppression of the appearance of
galaxies towards low densities through a threshold or decay-
ing exponential (Kaiser 1984; Kitaura et al. 2014; Neyrinck
et al. 2014). Some interesting cases can be found for f being
the identity function and g being an exponential, or reversing
the roles of f and g. We leave a study of the velocity shear,
vorticity, as well as density short range terms as a function of
redshift for future work. This work also suggests that galaxy
evolution and formation studies, which are recently relying
on cosmic web classifications, could potentially benefit from
a different angle. Parameter regions defined by the multidi-
mensional space spanned by the invariants could become the
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sights to look at, to identify common properties of galaxies.
We have worked out, how one could associate those param-
eter regions to different physical properties. As an example,
one could relate a particular I-web parameter region to a
combination of cosmic web types with their associated prob-
abilities. As a further application, the I-web is expected to
improve the halo mass reconstruction, previously relying on
the T-web (Zhao et al. 2015).
We conclude that the invariants of the gravitationally evolved
tidal field tensor at Eulerian coordinates are able to char-
acterize the cosmic web, and the halo bias terms down to
the Eulerian field level to great accuracy. Thus, they could
be useful to extract cosmological information from the next
generation of galaxy surveys.
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APPENDIX A: RELATION BETWEEN THE
INVARIANTS AND THE COSMIC WEB
CLASSIFICATION

In this appendix we study the relation between the cosmic
web classification and the invariants of the tidal field tensor,
defined in Eq. (17).

In particular, we consider different cases based on the I-web
restricted to the information provided by I1, I2, and I3 (we
also consider without loss of generality a threshold eigenvalue
of zero, as in Hahn et al. 2007):

• I3 > 0: λ1λ2λ3 > 0, which leaves two options, either
knots: {λi > 0 ∀i}, or sheets: {λ1 > 0, λi < 0 for i = 2, 3}

– I2 < 0: λ1λ2 +λ1λ3 +λ2λ3 < 0. Since λ1 > 0 for both
knots and sheets, we can multiply with λ1, hence obtaining:
λ1λ2λ3 +λ2

1λ2 +λ2
1λ3 < 0, but since I3 > 0, it follows that

λ3 < −λ2. This is only accomplished for sheets.
– I2 > 0 is equivalent to I1 > λ1 − λ2λ3/λ1. On the

other hand I1 > λ1 for knots, but I1 < λ1 for sheets, since
for such cosmic web types λ2 + λ3 < 0.
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• I3 < 0: λ1λ2λ3 < 0, i.e., either voids: {λi < 0 ∀i}, or
filaments: {λi > 0, for i = 1, 2, λ3 < 0 }

– I2 < 0: since for both cases λ1λ2 > 0, we have λ1λ3 +
λ2λ3 < 0. Also, for both λ3 < 0. Thus, λ1 > −λ2, which is
only accomplished for filaments.

– I2 > 0: Since for both λ3 < 0, we get I1 < λ3 −
λ2λ3/λ1. On the other hand, for voids λ1 + λ2 < 0, hence,
I1 < λ3. And for filaments λ1 + λ2 > 0 yielding I1 > λ3.

In summary, the connection between the T-web and the I-web
in terms of the invariants of the tidal field tensor is given by:

• knots: I3 > 0 & I2 > 0 & I1 > λ1

• filaments: I3 < 0 & I2 < 0 || I3 < 0 & I2 > 0 & λ3 <
I1 < λ3 − λ2λ3/λ1

• sheets: I3 > 0 & I2 < 0 || I3 > 0 & I2 > 0 & λ1 −
λ2λ3/λ1 < I1 < λ1

• voids: I3 < 0 & I2 > 0 & I1 < λ1

The introduction of a threshold other than zero will shift
these relations. One should note, that the classification into
different cosmic web types apparently requires the specifica-
tion of certain eigenvalues, but if the density I1 is known over
its whole range of values, the combination with the sign of
the other two invariants (I2 and I3) fully constrains the dif-

ferent cases. In any case, from the characteristic polynomial
each eigenvalue can be computed with the knowledge over the
first three invariants. What has been found here also applies
to the velocity shear classification (V-web) by substituting
the tidal field tensor with the shear tensor. The difference is
that the V-web based on the velocity field beyond linear the-
ory, effectively includes additional terms which we classified
into the Fshear(~v(~r)) and Fcurl(~v(~r)) terms in Eq. (16), as we
investigate in §5.1.1.

It is interesting to note, non-theless, that the T-web (and
V-web) has been a useful tool, as it carries more information
than the density alone, involving the second order non-local
bias I4 (through δ and I2), and partial information on the
third order s3 term. However, from these calculations we find
that the T-web (and V-web) constrains only a sub-region of
the parameter space spanned by the I-web, involving only
I1, I2, I3 for very restricted cases. Thus the T-web cannot
account for anisotropic dependencies such as ellipticity, pro-
latness, or the anisotropic parameter. It can neither account
for the non-local bias terms δs2, nor properly for s3, since I5
is not constrained by the T-web classification.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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